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Statement of the Problem: MRI scans in patients with cardiac MRI conditional devices (pacemakers and ICDs) are
exponentially growing. All devices require pre-scan interrogation and accordingly reprograming to an MRI safe mode. Today
there is no medical or industry guideline about how to program an MRI safe mode. The performance of this task is for the most
part done by a field company representative whom should follow a “Cardiology Order” form. This workflow, across the US, is
difficult to follow in its conceived fashion having significant limitations and compliance issues. Additionally, when the decision
on safe mode is not done upon the scan performance, depending on the time interval the patient’s condition may have changed.
Methodology & Theoretical Orientation: In order to simplify the decision-making process and streamline the service model
a proprietary algorithm was conceived to provide an answer in real time to the most appropriate MRI safe mode programming
upon performing the scan. The algorithm was used in 11 MRI centers and applied to a total of 246 cardiac devices, from 4
different companies 232 Pacemakers (223 DDD/9 VVI); 14 ICDs (10 DDD/4 VVI). Sinus rhythm was the most common
presenting underlying rhythm 93% and AF 7%. Most common presenting modes were: DDD 116, AAI-DDD 84, VVI 12,
rate response was on in 50%. The most common MRI safe mode programmed were DOO 36%, followed by AOO 31%. In no
instance, a patient’s device interrogation wouldn’t fit the algorithm. There were no complications.
Conclusion & Significance: The clinical validation of the MRI safe mode selection using the MK-ALGORITHM© provides
a standardize solution, that streamlines patient care, meant to be a resource for orders not only by the specialists but by other
physicians involved in the patient care such as radiologists onsite at the MRI center performing the scan.
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